
 

 

Summer Scent v0.4.0 – WT v1 

Sister - Love Route 
 

Notes:  

• Some choice belongs to the other char and doesn’t fit in the chosen Route  

• Sisters default name is Eve, her girlfriend name is Cassie 

• The main Attrributes are: Affection, Submission and Dominance   

Day 1 
Choice Trigger? Sister GF 

Help her, choose beer ep1sishelped = True nP 

I’m sure, she enjoys walking  nP 

She does not seem so mean …  +1 nP 

It suits you or I like the skulls …   +1 
I guess, we’re not talking ep1romantic = True nP 

You are disgusting ep1disgusted = True  

No. It would be totally …  nP 

I,m sure she can manage …    
I prefer Eve  nP 

Day 2 
Choice Trigger? Sister GF 

That’s not what I’m used to.  nP 

Don’t.  nP 

It smells delicious (given)  nP  +1 
Why would he drug her ?   -1 
No, I’ll go.   +1 
Knock again.  nP 

I want to apologize to you.  +5 nP 

I like your smell.  +2 nP 

Don’t.  nP 

If he comes back, he’ll be surprised …  +1 +1 
I like it.  +2 +1 

You don’t have to ask me …  +2 +1 

Oh yes, you will. ep2workplanned = True +1, +1 +1 

You can keep them. ep2glassesoffered = True +2 +1 

Come on, I’m not a pervert.  nP 

She told me I don’t have to gift …  nP 

No, I didn’t.  +1 nP 

Thank you  nP 

I don’t know what you’re talking … ep2mealeated = True +2 +1 

Star Wars or Fast and Furious  nP 

A couple times (Truth)  +1 +1 

I do it too. (given)  +1 nP 

I am (Truth)  +2 +2 

4 to 5 times a week maybe (Truth) ep2masturbatetruth = True +1, +1 +1 

I should join her  +1  



 

 

 

Day 3 
Choice Trigger? Sister GF 

What can I do for you ?  nP 
I was browsing the web for some kittens.  nP 
I’m sorry, I have something else to do.  nP  -1 
I’m not crazy about it.  +1 nP 
Don’t shake it ep3scaredluke = True +4, +4 +4 
Wait. Next time? ep3stevepicsok = True nP 
I don’t think I am. ep3yoloroad = True nP 

I’m sorry Kelly, I’m not …  nP 
I don’t understand.  nP 
Turn yourself   +3, +3 

As I said, you can come to me …  +1 nP 

Wait…  +2 nP 

I can’t be sure but …  +2 nP 

I didn’t have to think about it  +1 nP 

I’m confused as you are.  +3 nP 

Seriously? ep3sislove = True +5 nP 

 

Day 4 
Choice Trigger? Sister GF 

Kiss her spine  +1 nP 

I don’t know where this is going either.  +1 nP 

I love you  +1 nP 

Do you need any help? ep4breakfasthelpoffered = True nP 
I wasn’t mocking you.  +1 nP 

You did all that by yourself?  +1 +1 
That was fantastic  +2 +2 

Tell them ep4morningkftold = True nP 
Something strange happened … ep4morningspooky = True nP 
Don’t let it bring  you down, ok?  +1 +1 

I told her I wasn’t interested. (given)  nP 
Unless we run away.  +1 nP 

Absolutely not  +1 +1 
I’ll be honest.  +1 +1,-1 
She can do it ep4studytrust = True +1 +1 
I actually can speak a bit of …  +1 +1 
Casablanca  +2 +2 
I liked it very much.  +2 nP 
Princess…  +2 nP 
Princess, your pussy is my new …  +2 nP 
I know.  +2 nP 
I don’t expect anything (given)  +2 nP 

 


